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Looking over columbus circle events and Main Recreation area, a resort is established to shopping,
cusine and wonderful Main Recreation area. an professional Internal decorator has created 88
guestrooms and packages with a '60s modernist-inspired feel, making it as one of the most
estimated resort vacations in New york. Modern guestrooms function user-friendly conveniences
such as a state-of-the-art amusement center, I-POD docking place, everyday paper shipping, in-
room safes, magnificent robes and magnificent Bigelow personal maintenance systems. Additional
best parts at the Hotel involve assistant solutions, turndown assistance, in-room spa solutions,
looking after solutions, restricted business solutions, laundry/valet and valet auto parking. Dining
options involve 24-hour area assistance and the Pink Lace eating place which assists morning
meal, afternoon meal and evening meal everyday.

Room is simple/spare and fresh in design and operate. Nice size for two. Restroom has wonderful
warmed surfaces and eye-catching to pick from. Somewhat priced and situated right across from
Columbus Circle train with 3 lines traversing and next entrance to Local cafe. Employees are
beneficial and helpful.

This little resort is well-located at Columbus Circle, and employees is beneficial. The locations are
silent, relaxed, and modified. The rest room is huge, and very fresh.

We like the place and furnishings of this resort a lot (have remained there once before when it first
opened). Scrim colors on the screen and glowing heat in the rest room flooring makes it very
relaxed. We had a little twice bed but it suitable us fine. We`ll stay there again whenever we see it
on sale.

columbus circle bars is situated in such a new place that everyone is amazed this place was not
packed! I went for after work liquids with a partner and it occurred to be "Girls Evening," Mondays.
As soon as we sat down, we were welcomed with a taste of warm wine to taste.

We requested our liquids - Dark delightful chocolate Strawberry Martinis. They viewed like delightful
chocolate use products for grownups. Delicious! We also requested little clothing and the meals was
great as well. After we completed the liquids and meals we obtained free of charge photos and
delightful chocolate protected berries for coming on a "Girls Evening."

It was his perfect first date spot. Its enchanting and romantic but not expensive to make a lady think
you are trying to hard.
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